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One of the most terrifying memoirs I've ever read. As the first such account to emerge from North Korea, it is destined to become a classic. â€• Iris Chang, author of The NankingI Rape, you may read this account: Christopher Hitchens A magnificent and heartbreaking testimony to North Korea's voiceless victims. Kang Chol-Hwan is the first survivor of a North Korean
concentration camp to escape the hermit kingdom and tell its story to the world. This memoir reveals human suffering in his camp, with his forced labor, frequent public executions and starvation rations. Kang eventually escaped to South Korea through China to testify to the difficulties and atrocities that constitute the lives of the thousands of people still detained in today's gulags.
Part of the horror story, part of the historical document, part memoir, part political treatment, this story of a young man's personal suffering finally testifies to this forgotten chapter of modern history. Kang Chol-hwan lives and works in Seoul, South Korea, where he is a writer for the Chosun Ilbo newspaper. He is co-author, with Pierre Rigoulet, of The Aquariums of Pyongyang
(2006). Pierre Rigoulot is one of the collaborating editors of The Black Book of Communism, which has been published in twenty-eight languages. He is co-author, with Kang Chol-Hwan, of The Aquariums of Pyongyang (2006). Pyongyang Aquariums: Ten Years in the North Korean Gulag This author, Kang Chol-Hwan, was born in 1969 in Pyongyang, North Korea. Kang lived in a
very large, luxurious, multi-room apartment with privileged comfort almost unheard of in communist North Korea. His family enjoyed the rare comforts of a refrigerator, washing machine, colorful TV and even a car. The wealth of the Kangs family came, not only from their high social status grandparents, but from their grandparents of the massive fortune The Pyongyang
Aquariums: Ten Years in the North Korean Gulag This author, Kang Chol-Hwan, was born in 1969 in Pyongyang, North Korea. Kang lived in a very large, luxurious, multi-room apartment with privileged comfort almost unheard of in communist North Korea. His family enjoyed the rare comforts of a refrigerator, washing machine, colorful TV and even a car. Kang's family wealth
came, not only from his grandfather's high social status, but from his acquired grandfather's mass fortune while living and working in capitalist Japan. Kang's grandfather was one of the wealthiest Koreans in Osaka, Japan, before returning to North Korea. Kang's early childhood in North Korea was happy. But slowly and methodically his very powerful and wealthy family had all
their material wealth stripped of them by the North Korean Communist party. Then, one day in July 1977, Kang's grandfather did not return home from work. He was never seen or heard from again and to this date nothing is known about his final destination. Was betrayal, but it seems that it was his hyperactive, hyperactive, and female activist who was the main cause of his arrest
and disappearance. Kang's grandmother had significant disagreements with some people who would go on to become the top leaders in North Korea and eventually had their revenge on the whole family. North Koreans believe political diversion is hereditary, so extended families are routinely rounded up and imprisoned in gulags for the political crime of a family member. That's
what happened to Kang's family. The State Police entered the luxurious Kangs apartment, collected all the material goods from the house they wanted to keep for themselves, arrested the whole family and then loaded them into a truck and sent them to Camp #15, the yodok gulag. Kang, his 7-year-old sister, grandmother, father and uncle were sent together to Yodok. Only
Kang's mother, being the daughter of a successful North Korean spy, was saved from this fate. Because Yodok is a relatively mild camp, most inmates can live with their families. Kang's book describes the brutal daily life in the gulag. Gulag prisoners are constantly kept on the verge of starvation. Inmates are so hungry that they eat rodents, reptiles or insects they manage to
catch: rats, snakes, frogs, salamanders, worms and insects. They often eat the smallest raw ones, swallowing them whole while they are still alive and kicking. The prisoners are full of people in primitive dirt huts with walls made of dry mud. Cabins do not heat up, even in winter, when temperatures fall below -4°F. Prisoners commonly suffer from frostbite, pneumonia, tuberculosis,
pellagra, and other diseases, with no medical treatment available. Cruel beatings and other violent punishments are routine and many prisoners become extremely ill, smashed or permanently disabled while in the gulag. Kang witnessed 15 executions while in camp. Kang's family was released from the gulag ten years later, as abruptly and mysteriously as the unexplained arrest
itself, ten years earlier. Kang's experiences at the camp taught him to be very suspicious of North Korea and it's state-censored news, so after his release, Kang began listening to South Korean and foreign broadcasts. This is a huge crime in North Korea that can easily a lifelong sentence in a gulag. State security police discovered Kang's secret radio listening sessions. After
Kang was warned that the secret police planned to arrest him, he escaped crossing the Yalu River to China and then to South Korea.Kang has had no contact with any members of his beloved family left behind in North Korea. In 2011, however, it was learned that Kang's younger sister, Mi-ho, and their youngest son, 11, have arrested and returned as prisoners to the brutal yodok
gulag. ... more Pyongyang Aquariums: Ten Years in North Korean Gulag AuthorKang Chol-hwanPierre RigoulotTranslatorYair Reiner (English)Kang Chol-hwan Chol-hwan Perseus PressPublication date2000 (France)22 November 2001 (United States)Media typePrint (Hardcover and paperback)Pages238ISBN1-903985-05-6OCLC59531886 Pyongyang Aquariums: Ten years in
North Korea's Gulag, by Kang Chol-hwan and Pierre Rigoulot, it is an account of the imprisonment of Kang Chol-Hwan and his family in the Yodok concentration camp in North Korea. [2] It begins with an introduction by co-author Pierre Rigoulot describing Kang's new life in the Republic of Korea, and then continues with a brief history of North and South Korea since the Korean
War in 1953. It shows how a powerful family with money and material goods has everything taken away from them by the Workers' Party of Korea. Kang's family, while of Korean ethnicity, originally lived in Japan before immigring to the DPRK in his communist grandmother's behest. When Kang was nine, his grandfather was jailed for suspected activity against the state. Due to
association culpability (Sippenhaft),[3] the policy was to imprison the immediate family of political prisoners, Kang Chol-Hwan, his grandmother, father, uncle and younger sister Miho were imprisoned in the Yodok #2915 concentration camp. There they suffered and saw many atrocities over a ten-year period, including disease, starvation, tortuous punishments and public
executions. In the book, Kang claims that while on the field, he met Pak Seung-zin, a member of the North Korean national football team at the 1966 FIFA World Cup. He says Pak and other players had been jailed after returning from the tour. [4] However, in the documentary film The Game of Their Lives, Pak and the other players were interviewed and denied Kang's claim that
there had been any retribution. [6] After his family's release (presumably upon the death of his grandfather, the original offender against the state), Kang worked in assigned occupations before again being at risk of being sent back to a concentration camp. The end of the book details his subsequent escape to China and his attempts to seek asylum before escaping to South
Korea. The most recent publication, in 2005, includes an account of his meeting with former U.S. President George W. Bush. [7] Originally published in French in 2000, and translated into English in 2001 by Yair Reiner and later korean, it is one of the first published accounts of the North Korean prison system. See also Human Rights in North Korean Literature North Korean
References ^ THE PYONGYANG AQUARIUMS: Ten Years in a North Korean Gulag. Weekly editor's weekly. July 30, 2001. Archived from the original on November 5, 2013. Retrieved November 5, 2013. ^ Tristan Abbey (10 December 2005). ^ Pyongyang Aquariums. The Stanford review. ^ North Korea: Political Prison Camps. Amnesty International. May 4, 2011. Retrieved
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